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Paper Bag Machine
Partnering with you at every step

RZJD-350J

RZJD-350J-2/4 Colors
Full Automatic High Speed Flat and Satchel
Paper Bag Machine With Printing

RZJD-350J
MTED RZJD-350J flat and satchel paper bag making machine with printing is your perfect choice for
making medium and large size flat and satchel paper bags (also called V bottom bags). It’s well-suited
for a variety of applications from food, medical to retail, industrial sectors.
RZJD-350J is able to make paper bags up to350mm in the width and 715mm in the cutting length. It’s
suitable for making paper bags with or without gusset, with max gusset 120mm easily adjustable on
machine.
It can be equipped with inline flexo printer, window unit, die cut window unit, and more as optional
choices. No matter plain paper or printed paper, it can work out perfectly with its advanced Servotech
design and photocell registration configuration.
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RZJD-350J

Features

Features


Using the Germany LENZE human-machine interface, operating at a glance, easy to control.



Using the Germany LENZE Motion Controller (PC), through the integration with the optical fiber
to ensure high-speed operation and stability.



Using the Germany LENZE servo motor with the German original SICK photoelectric eye mark
registration.



The raw material loading and unloading adopts the pneumatic cylinder lifting structure.



Automatic constant web tension control.



Italy SELECTRA Auto web lateral alignment system



Fully safety barrier for operator safety



Air-conditioned electrical cabinet, for longer life span of electrical components



Support up to six colors inline printing
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RZJD-250J
RZJD-350J

Technical Data

Technical Data

RZJD-350J

Cutting length

165-715mm

Bag width

70-350mm

Gusset

20-120mm

Paper web width

100-980mm

Paper weight

35-80gsm

Film web width

50-200mm

Film thickness

0.012-0.05mm （OPP、PET）

Printing speed

5-100m/min

Registration precision

≤ ±0.15mm

Top speed

650bags/min

Machine power

380V 3(phase) 4(wire) 18kw

Total weight

10000kg

Machine Dimension

12000x3000x2800mm
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MTED also offers:



Square Bottom Paper Bag Machine



Paper Bag Making Machine With Handle



Flexo Printing Machine



Twisted Paper Handle Making Machine



Twisted Paper Rope Making Machine



Twisted Rope Rewinding Machine



Flat Paper Handle Making Machine

For additional information, please drop email to info@mtdpack.com.
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